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“My ambition to take over my father’s
construction company started at a very early
age. I even chose my education around this
higher calling and worked at the company
every summer with great enthusiasm.
However, prior to completing my studies,
my father suggested I gain some business
experience to ensure that my decision to join
the company would be the right career choice
for me. No sooner said than done, I started
working at a company in the automotive sector who,
at the time, were in the process of building a shared
service center for treasury & cash management.
Sixteen years later I’m still active in the very
same field.
To date, I have held several senior treasury and
cash management positions for a number of multinational companies – mainly in the automotive and
energy sectors – until I eventually found my way
into consultancy. The entrepreneurial spirit has been
within me since my childhood days. Even though it
was my ambition to join my father’s company, I set
up two companies of my own. I sold off one company
and terminated the second one shortly before the
birth of my firstborn son.
That entrepreneurship, together with creativity and
a sense of initiative, fits perfectly within Zanders’
culture and the way we operate. The innovative
platform and initiatives, such as Zanders Inside and
Zanders Continuity Services, typify the company.
This is one of the reasons I enjoy working here.
The steep learning curve that consultancy provides, together with the project based environments
consultants have to navigate in, were the deciding
factors to follow this path. As a manager at the
Brussels office, I advise our corporate clients in the
fields of treasury and risk management, with a
strong focus on operations, systems and processes.
The interaction with clients and satisfaction of
delivering a successful project makes my job very
interesting. In addition to ongoing development as
a consultant, I would like to continue broadening and
deepening my knowledge within the different
domains of treasury and risk management so that
I may be an even better advisor and sparring partner
for our customers – as well as for my colleagues.”
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Foreword

How about picking up
lessons in German?
When I was on secondary school, German was
not one of my favourite
subjects and the ‘Schwere
Wörter’ (‘difficult words’)
book still gives me nightmares. Having said that,
Germany happens to be
Europe’s largest economy
and is enriched by a large
financial industry with
a huge impulse from an
unexpected hard Brexit.
You have heard the rumours of banks initially relocating large numbers of their staff to the main land;
besides large Japanese banks, even Goldman Sachs
is showing interest and these form a very important
forefront.
How can we benefit from Germany’s newfound
position, what can we do? If I take the Netherlands
as an example, I see an oligopolistic banking and insurance market with many pension funds, however,
concentrated under a few asset managers – leaving
mainly room for large transactions without huge
risks. This is not the case in Germany where many

smaller or medium-sized banks and insurers are operational as well as private funds. However, to date,
these have been very domestically-orientated and
not very focused on other countries – as we are used
to in London. It is my view that the development of
Frankfurt will coalesce as an international centre.
Internationally orientated parties (including brokers)
in Frankfurt can easily mediate between local parties
and Europe, as they are quite capable of communicating in both German and English.
Germany already has a lot of money and private
capital – this, together with additional institutes
from London, could amount to something quite
substantial.
This is in the foreseeable future, but, as yet, the
smaller- and middle-sized financials are still predominantly German – and Frankfurt is still very German.
So, to be an early adapter, should we dive into the
German language books so that we may tap into
this already interesting market? Therefore, as of the
start of the New Year Zanders has embarked on a
joint venture in Stuttgart and, needless to say, the
‘Schwere Wörter’ book is on my nightstand.
Rob Naber
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Client

IUCN’s new cash
management journey
4

In 2014 the International Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN) launched their Global Cash Management Project in
order to improve cash management policies and processes
throughout the organization. IUCN chose Zanders as their
trusted advisor to support them on the journey.

IUCN was founded in 1948 and is composed of
1,300 members including governments and nongovernmental organizations. The ability to convene
diverse stakeholders and provide the latest science
and on-the-ground expertise drives IUCN’s mission
of informing and empowering conservation efforts
worldwide. IUCN’s work is centered on three key
areas: promoting effective and equitable governance
of nature’s use, nature-based solutions to global
challenges and valuing and conserving nature.

Combatting the challenges
From their 40 locations around the world IUCN works
together with local partners to use nature-based
solutions to combat the challenges arising from climate change, loss of biodiversity and food and water
security. IUCN is active on an international level,
seeking to influence policy makers and governance
mechanisms. On a national and local level they
advise governments and stakeholders on translating
international commitments into applicable policies
and frameworks. Through a network of some 16,000

“A more integrated organization
has an impact on the treasury
function as well”
experts IUCN gathers and generates knowledge for
publicly available databases managed by IUCN. One
such database is the IUCN Red List of Threatened
Species, which gives an assessment as to what extent a species is threatened and an indication of the
extinction risk, thereby promoting conservation.

Fragmented treasury management approach
The local nature of IUCN’s project work is reflected in
their organizational structure with 32 country offices
and 9 regional offices. This has historically given
a great deal of independence to the local Finance
departments in IUCN. “Our regional offices and local
offices have a great deal of autonomy and as a result
Finance has followed that autonomy, so each office
essentially has its own finance function”, Mike Davis,
chief financial officer for the Global IUCN Secretariat,
explains.
On the right:
Mike Davis

The decentralized and autonomous nature of the
Finance department led to a fragmented treasury

management approach with each local office taking
on cash management and foreign exchange activities
themselves. This resulted in a lack of visibility of the
global cash position, decentralized collections of
donations and inefficient foreign exchange management performed locally.

Transformation
During the last years, IUCN transitioned from
directing the disparate operations and initiatives
across the organization towards a more global and
unified approach. “We are moving towards a more
integrated organization”, says Davis. “For example,
when considering climate change a global approach
is taken with initiatives translating into global programs implemented in several countries, as opposed
to each region or each country developing its own
projects on a local level. This also impacts how you
then organize and manage your resources which
then has an impact on the Treasury function as well.”
To support this transformation, IUCN implemented
one common Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
system across their entire organization, which replaced the stand-alone systems used in the local offices
around the world. From a treasury perspective, the
roll out of the ERP system was the first step towards
creating better visibility of the total cash position in
the organization.
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Global cash management project
Further integration between the global finance
operations was initiated when IUCN launched their
global cash management project. Zanders supported
IUCN by charting a new cash management course
to provide insights to market best practices and
strategic guidance on future-proofing bank relationship management. Zanders began by conducting a
thorough study of the cash management processes
at IUCN to create a report of improvement initiatives.
The primary recommendations were for the IUCN
Finance Department to implement a uniform cash
management policy across the organization and to
rationalize their broad, diverse and costly banking
portfolio. Davis: “We chose Zanders because of their
expertise in treasury and good reputation among
other international organizations.”

had an ineffective banking structure with regards to
number of bank accounts, service level and competitiveness on fees provided by the banking partners.
Additionally, the magnitude of bank accounts had
operational maintenance and management implications because they required excessive manual time
and effort to maintain. Introducing a banking landscape that supports efficient processes and reduces
internal costs spent on maintaining bank accounts
were key objectives for the bank rationalization
initiatives. “Our main objective was to have efficient
processes and to rationalize our banking structure
because with that you can reduce risk, the amount
of time in your organization spent on managing different relationships and also reduce the number of
bank accounts. As each bank account has an internal
cost, I would say the internal costs were far more
important to us than the external costs”, Davis says.

Bank rationalization initiatives
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The IUCN banking portfolio consisted of 46 banks
and a dispersed bank account structure with approximately 160 bank accounts. The growing bank
portfolio inhibited the visibility and control of cash.
Furthermore, the dominance of local autonomy and a
decentralized organization left IUCN with an inability to leverage banking relationships between the
global secretariat, regional and country offices. IUCN

As one of the most popular avian pets in the world,
the grey parrot was uplisted from ‘vulnerable’ to
‘endangered’ on the IUCN Red List of Threatened
Species in 2016. International trade is clearly a
significant threat to the global population and
is estimated to have caused a decline of at least
50% over the last 47 years.

Request for Information
By end of 2015 IUCN issued, with the support of
Zanders, a Request for Information (RFI) to eight
banks identified to either have a global reach and
footprint matching IUCN requirements or otherwise
be material for IUCN. In total 51 countries were
included in the RFI. The RFI invited banks with global
and regional capabilities to elaborate on their cash

management offerings which were relevant for
the business and geographical areas of IUCN. This
included the services offered for cash management,
payment processing, foreign currency disbursement,
reporting capabilities and connectivity solutions.

“We chose a more agile path
with the RFI route, as opposed
to a more formal RFP”
Davis explains: “The Zanders team was very helpful
throughout the whole process and very willing to
adapt their services to what we needed and to think
about different approaches before advising on what
would be the best approach for us. We chose a more
agile path with the RFI route, as opposed to a more
formal RFP, which was then adjusted so it best met
our needs and budget.”

one has to balance the local offering with the global
presence”, says Liam Ó Caoimh, director at Zanders.

Preferred banking partners
IUCN received RFI responses from five international banks. A six-sigma scoring and evaluation
tool assessed the five proposals, which IUCN and
Zanders evaluated together. IUCN used the results
of the assessment to select three banks as the
preferred choice for international banking partners.
These three banks together cover 70 percent of the
countries in scope for IUCN. For the secretariat’s
headquarters in Switzerland the bank relationship
was kept with IUCN’s existing Swiss banking partner.
By reducing the broad banking landscape to a manageable portfolio of relationships, IUCN’s treasury
focuses more on supporting the field offices around
the world under the guidance of a lean yet strong
global cash management framework.

Local offering, global presence
To best facilitate and run nature conservation
projects around the world, IUCN organizes itself in 9
regions; Asia, West Asia, Eastern & Southern Africa,
West & Central Africa, Europe, Eastern Europe and
Central Asia, Mexico Central America & Caribbean,
Oceania and South America. This localized, regional
structure played a significant role in determining
IUCN’s new banking landscape.
“Compared to other international organizations IUCN
has formed their regions in a much more localized
manner, which then also becomes key when rationalizing and selecting new global banking partners as

Would you like to know more
about banking rationalization
or other treasury-related
challenges?
Please contact
Nina Skovslund Nielsen
(n.nielsen@zanders.eu)
or
Liam Ó Caoimh
(l.ocaoimh@zanders.eu
on +41 44 577 70 10).
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Interview

The difference
between risk
and uncertainty
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The world is complex and the future uncertain.
What does that mean for the existing models on
which we base our expectations? For Prof. Lex Hoogduin,
professor of complexity and uncertainty in ﬁnancial markets
and ﬁnancial institutions and Chairman of LCH Clearnet, it was
a reason to set up the Global Complexity Network (GloComNet),
an open platform focusing on how to deal effectively with
‘complexity and uncertainty’. Zanders joined last year and
together we developed the Framework for Acting under
Uncertainty and Complexity (FAUC).

How did GloComNet come into being?
Hoogduin: “Since 2013, I’ve been working as a
professor in dealing with complexity and uncertainty.
We decided to set up a network in order to spread
awareness about this subject because one day a
week was not enough for our research. The network
makes it easier for people to do research. Moreover
you can help companies and organizations to deal
effectively with complexity and uncertainty. We see
that a lot of organizations struggle with this. They
keep losing grasp of the material. This often has to
do with unexpected developments, usually in the
fields of globalization and digitization. The traditional methods which were used to come to grips with
your surroundings already had their limits. However,
due to all these changes, these have emerged even
stronger. You won’t get there on traditional techniques alone.”
Do complexity and uncertainty deal mainly with
insight into the future?
Hoogduin: “The point is that the future is fundamentally uncertain. You can’t predict it, but you can
surely imagine it. Look especially at new possibilities
and threats to see if the image you had still fits or
if you need to do some adjusting. It’s important to
know what you want to achieve, but not by making a
detailed plan for the future.”
Naber: “You can compare it to a soccer game. During
the first minutes of a game, you can’t say for sure
what’s going to happen in the 30th minute. But you
can have an idea about how the game will end. And
then, the trick is to create a team that is able to
adapt to any situation. That team must be resilient
and have the perseverance to win. So that’s how
you’d have to arrange your organization.”

What is the role of GloComNet and FAUC
assessment in all this?
Hoogduin: “We try to equip people, companies and
governments in such a way so they can flourish in an
environment in which you don’t know your competition’s next move or you don’t know which direction
politics are going.”
Zanders joined GloComNet last year. How did that
come about?
De Vries: “With such a collaboration, we are able to
further broaden and strengthen our knowledge and
services. We can make calculations long after the
decimal point, but we need to make sure everything before the decimal point is good. The world is
getting more and more complex, especially due to
technological innovations, the ever-growing world
population and social media.”
Naber: “As an econometrician, it annoys me that we
sometimes think with a few concise metrics we can
calculate exactly how the world will be in a couple
of years. Which companies are successful?
The companies that have created a culture in which
they react very quickly. The following is also a
trend we see: big companies are becoming smaller;
taking a step back in order to be more agile. A nice
example: how are you going to hedge BMW’s decision to produce larger models in the U.S.? Nobody
knows what the dollar will be doing in ten years’
time, but if it’s extremely cheap, they will immediately see a huge automobile market. Therefore, instead
of following a hedging strategy, they have a strategy
in which they’ve built a certain amount of resilience,
no matter what. And that’s what I see in the
FAUC assessment.”
What value does Zanders add to GloComNet?

De Vries: “That’s what’s so great about the FAUC
assessment (see referred text) which we developed.
Keeping to the same imagery: it measures the fitness
level of the team. Your organization must be ‘fit’
in order to be able to respond to opportunities
and threats.”

Hoogduin: “We aren’t saying: throw all the existing
techniques away. We are saying: use them together
with other ideas. For us, it’s very appealing to work
together with a party who does just that; moreover
one who has a lot of smart people who help us
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further develop our thinking. We need Zanders to
fine-tune the many interesting ideas and turn them
into concrete products. The FAUC assessment would
not exist if it weren’t for our collaboration.”

two very fundamental insights: whatever happens,
you’re going to be surprised. And: you don’t have all
the knowledge and information in order to make a
decision that doesn’t need any adjusting.”

Is man able to solve very complex problems on his
own?

So, the FAUC can be applied to a very wide area?

Hoogduin: “Man’s knowledge and processing
capabilities are limited and he makes mistakes. Our
approach doesn’t suggest you should stop making
models. The distinction between a good model and a
good rule of thumb is less clear than we think. They
are instruments that have been designed to have a
grip on the future. Only they are not perfect and we
need to recognize that. Therefore you shouldn’t
only work with models, but also take other things
into consideration.
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“The distinction between a good
model and a good rule of thumb
is less clear than we think”
The concept of humanity which lies within FAUC, is
that homo agens, man as an acting being, is imperfect and must make choices in a complex, uncertain
environment. He is aware of that, therefore making
him extremely alert in order to adjust when necessary. The more pretentious model user is the homo
economicus, who acts by using the probability theory in order to solve a problem. The FAUC is based on

Hoogduin: “In the book Human Action Ludwig von
Mises describes the homo agens from a humanities
point of view. What has made civilization possible,
how societies have developed and how a kind of
order has arisen despite us knowing very little. Ironically development means you know less, but can do
more. You need to know very little in order to benefit
from the expertise of others.”
This sounds like a quantified psychological theory.
Hoogduin: “The basis for the theory is that there are
limits to what you can quantify. People can imagine
several different futures and then compare them.
You have an ordinal scale allowing for rank. However, you don’t have a cardinal scale so you can’t
measure it and express it numerically.”
Does objectivity exist then?
Hoogduin: “A number of issues is evident. That
the future is uncertain is a logical certainty. That’s
unavoidable since we have the capacity to learn and
innovate. Another given is that people are very different. The theory states that an order is created based
on those assumptions. Economics or social science
is more than empirical logic in this view. Valuations
are fundamentally subjective in this theory.”
Is complexity created as a result of the subjectivity?
Hoogduin: “No, the complexity comes from the
heterogeneity. In the standard theory, representative
subjects are often worked with. However, complexity
comes from the undisputed fact that people differ greatly when it comes to preferences, abilities
and knowledge. And that people interact with each
other. If people are different, there’s an advantage of
exchange; therefore, a basis for developing markets.
This requires basic things such as language, a legal
system and money. So you have a civilization, a

market economy and a social system. And such a
system is complex, because it is a heterogeneous
collection, with interacting elements that react
to their environment. Complexity exists from the
idea that people are different. That differs from the
standard economy in which the homo economicus
exhibits stable behavior. Everyone has their own
environment and everyone is connected because
there are rules, and that explains the patterns.
Another important point is that it’s a human complex
system. People have consciousness and intentions.
That means that we as humans have limitations to
understanding ourselves and our intentions. The
theory is largely a logical system with a bit of empiricism which you can apply to practical issues. Unlike
a standard theory, with the intention to predict using
a model, this is essentially applied history, in which
the intentions of the players are used.”
Regulation leans towards homogeneity. Is that due
to the complexity as a result of heterogeneity?
Hoogduin: “Quite the reverse; regulations treat different things in the same manner and thereby affect
the operation of the system. More concretely: in
recent decades, the diversity in the financial system
has decreased; it’s become more of the same. What
keeps an organization healthy is showing resilience.

“The system has become more uniform
and thus more vulnerable”
In other words, able to handle unexpected hits. The
system has become more uniform and thus more
vulnerable. If conditions change, it has the same effect on everyone.
Dutch institutional investors had an important role
in the resilience of the system. By looking further
to the future, they were able to handle hits quickly.
Partly due to monitoring, institutional investors are
increasingly being treated as if they were banks. As
a result, their shock absorption has disappeared.
Benchmarking and providing information by a limited
number of rating agencies has the same effect. A homogeneous system is not resilient and undermines
the efficiency of financial markets.”

Are benchmarks therefore dangerous for markets?
Hoogduin: “Yes, they make the system vulnerable.
Imagine a world in which all financial institutions are
identical in their preferences, the information they
use and as a result, the portfolio they all have. As
long as it’s based on what has actually happened,
then everything is fine. But something unexpected
always happens. Everyone adjusts their portfolio and
who is now the competition? The central bank. The
only thing that is important is what the central bank
will do. Then you have a perverse financial system in
which the markets don’t work.”
In monitoring, is there then a realization that the
homogeneity isn’t working?
Hoogduin: “Monitoring is very risk-oriented and
relatively uniform. The argument is that banks must
hold capital as a buffer against risk. There is no theoretical foundation for this. Because then you could
insure everything if the probabilities are stable.
Buffers are necessary in order to remain resilient to
contingent events.”

FAUC assessment
Social complexity and uncertainty increasingly
impact the world. In addition to traditional assessment techniques, organizations require a new
approach to remain competitive. The FAUC helps
organizations to deal with complexity and uncertainty effectively. The FAUC assessment diagnoses
the health of the organization based on five key
capacities: entrepreneurship, alertness, adaptability, resilience and creativity. It provides clear
insights into the strengths and weaknesses of an
organization, using a combination of workshops
and a web-based questionnaire. The resulting
report delivers recommendations as a guideline
for action.
Would you like to know more about the FAUC
assessment? Please contact Evert de Vries
on e.de.vries@zanders.eu or +31 35 692 89 89.
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Trend

Treasury trends
for 2017
12

2016 was an eventful year for everyone, including corporate treasurers.
Just as corporates expected some respite from the volatility that followed
the global financial crisis, remarkable events unfolded, introducing
further uncertainty.
Yet 2017 promises to be another challenging year
for the corporate treasurer. Not only is increased
volatility in the market demanding more focus and
attention from the treasurer, but new tools now
available can be leveraged to improve efficiency in
treasury processes and to support strategic decisionmaking. The geopolitical, technological, banking and
legal landscape is changing and it is looking increasingly unlikely that stability will return to pre-crisis
levels anytime soon, if ever. With all these topics on
the agenda of the corporate treasurer, we identified
five main trends that should be taken into account
by every corporate treasurer in 2017:
• Risk, risk, risk;
• Processes leveraged by technology;
• Increasing regulation and controls;
• Bank relationships – new landscape;
• And rethink and leverage centralization.

Risk, risk, risk
As we saw in 2016, volatility persists in the financial
markets. We saw the EUR/USD foreign exchange
rate hit its lowest level since 2002 and the EUR/GBP
declined to a three-year low following Theresa May’s
announcement that formal Brexit negotiations will
commence in March 2017. This FX volatility will continue to cause big swings either directly or indirectly
in the financial statements, creating transaction and
translation exposures that need to be managed.
Treasuries have a primary role in monitoring company exposures. Therefore the treasurer’s ability
to partner with all areas of the business, to identify
early and communicate exposures, becomes more
relevant. By creating action plans with early warning
systems, backed up by automatic procedures to be
executed if defined limits are breached, companies

can monitor and manage their exposures more effectively.

Processes leveraged by technology
There are important new developments in the market
in the area of blockchain, but the jury is still out on
just when this technology will become something
more than a buzz word. It’s currently being piloted
for various applications, but blockchain is expected
to have a real and beneficial impact on corporate
treasury in the years to come. Potential areas of use
are supply chain financing, trade finance, eBAM and
collateral management.
An area that will be leveraged by fintech in 2017 is
the area of instant payment schemes and programs.
The instant payment scheme implementation in 2017
in SEPA countries will cause corporate treasuries
to redefine strategies and payment and collection
processes.
Robotic process automation (RPA) is another
emerging tool to be used in treasury. A ‘robot’ is a
software application that replicates the actions of
a human being interacting with the user interface
of a computer system. For example, the posting of
interest accruals into an SAP system – or even an
end-to-end treasury process (from capturing exposure to hedging it) – would be a typical activity for

a software robot. The idea that RPA is only for large
cap corporates is misguided. Nowadays it is already
feasible to implement RPA tools in mid-cap companies thereby managing less value-added processes
automatically.
Also, machine learning tools are becoming operable
within treasury. This technology could add value to
bank reconciliation processes, for example, alerting
discrepancies with forecasting or in payment processes to prevent fraud.
We also saw an increase in the usage of analytical
tools and predictive analytics last year. In 2017 both
can have a highly positive effect on cash flow forecasting by using trends to predict values and by better managing indicators. With near real-time information and easier tools to build treasury reporting,
the main problems identified by almost all corporate
treasurers, such as lack of tools to provide the
required reporting or effort taken for timely treasury
reporting, start to fade away. These new tools will
also enable treasury to increase reporting standards
filling the existing gaps in reporting areas such as
liquidity, banking relationships and operations.
13

‘On behalf of’ (OBO) structures aren’t a new topic or
trend but we now have a tool that will help implement and leverage these structures: virtual accounts

Trends in Treasury 2017
- embracing the new normal -

The Treasury universe constantly changes while treasurers aim to
have a more advisory and strategic role in the company

Global trade growth will
remain "sluggish“

Areas of Impact
•

New trends in Tech, such
as instant-payments
•

Lower costs make treasury
technology accessible for
mid-cap companies

Companies continue
to pile-up cash

Treasury trends
for 2017:
To download the full
infographic, please
visit our website

Increase in
geopolitical risk

More strategic regulation
positions Treasurers in a
more important role
Geopolitical changes
impact regulation

(VA). Virtual accounts can help to further reduce the
number of banks/bank accounts, the amount of FX
fees paid for foreign currency payments/receivables,
thereby improving the bank statement reconciliation process and the automatic cash allocation to
customer rate.

To conclude, we see considerable change in the
banking landscape for corporates in 2017 that will
encourage companies to review their requirements
from account and liquidity management structures
to products and counterparty risk.

Rethink and leverage centralization
Growing regulation and controls
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New regulations are having increasingly more
strategic impact. Treasuries, in coordination with
tax departments, will have an advisory role while
implementing and complying with new regulations
(such as BEPS, IFRS9 and Section 385). In addition,
companies should not just consider their business
model in terms of tax efficiency, but also in terms of
processing documentation efficiently. While processes such as cash pooling and intercompany funding
face new regulation, one should not forget other
local compliance themes such as central bank reporting, external and internal auditing and the usual
bank documentation.
For sure we will see an increase in ‘regtech’ implementations to enable financial institutions and
corporates to comply with old and new regulations
more efficiently.

Bank relationships – a new landscape?
Bank relationships are changing. Global partners
are becoming less global by trimming parts of their
networks and the local partners are becoming less of
a partner. Corporates will seek more diversification
in bank relationships and counterparties to mitigate
operational dependence. The PSD2 initiative will
also have an impact on this changing landscape. It
will open the cash management market to other suppliers outside the banking landscape.
Basel III will also change bank relationships by affecting notional cash pooling structures. It is still uncertain whether banks are able to pass on the higher
costs of cash pooling structures to their corporate
clients. Will the benefits of implementing such structures justify the higher costs? Also we will continue
to see disintermediation in terms of financing. Companies will continue to mitigate financing risk and
reduce costs by diversifying their loan portfolio.

Geopolitical risk is increasing and open borders are
not a guarantee any more. This is causing companies to rethink their physical location of operations
and shared services centers (SSCs) as well as their
headquarters. Meanwhile, in 2017, companies will
continue to reconsider the right model for shared
services implementation. Both the classic SSC model
approach or the global business service model approach provide opportunities that can be leveraged
by new innovations such as robotic process automation or machine learning tools as described above.

2017: Embrace the ‘new normal’
Managing ongoing processes using new technologies and facing new regulatory requirements is a
recurring theme for treasurers. But the geopolitical,
technological, banking and legal landscape continues to change at a faster pace than before. Market
stability is unlikely to return to pre-crisis levels,
so the way forward is to accept the ever changing
environment as the ‘new norm’. Treasurers should
embrace the opportunity to strive for change that positions and future-proofs them, not just as strategic
advisor, but as an integrated business partner.

For more information regarding
treasury trends of 2017 and how
to approach each one of them
please contact
Nuno Ferreira
n.ferreira@zanders.eu
on +31 35 692 89 89.

Regulation

The Basel IV impact for
Swedish banks (and
their European peers)
Basel III has yet to be ﬁnalized and additional new speciﬁcations set by the Basel
Committee are having a greater effect than expected on ﬁnancial institutions, yet
more bank regulation is now being prepared. Although the adjusted rules of
so-called Basel IV have been postponed, many ﬁnancial professionals wonder
what they can expect and what impact these new rules will have.
One of our partners, Copenhagen Economics, has published a report about
the real economy impact of Basel
IV for the Swedish economy. Sigurd
Næss-Schmidt, partner of Copenhagen Economics, explains:

Sigurd Næss-Schmidt

“Our study evaluates whether new
regulatory measures in the Swedish
banking sector impose more costs
than benefits. Our conclusion is that
costs are higher than benefits. The arguments are simple. On the benefits side we see very
small gains. Based on reviews of historical banking
crises in a wide range of countries, both the Bank for
International Settlements (BIS) and the IMF suggest
that there are few, if any, benefits to be gained from
raising the capital adequacy levels of banks above
15-20%. But the large Swedish banks have some of
the highest capital adequacy ratios among peers,
with a CET1 ratio for the largest Swedish banks of
19% in 2015.
By contrast, on the cost side we see the increasing
funding costs of banks, due to the new regulation
passed on to customers through higher lending rates.
This, in turn, will reduce gross domestic product (GDP)
and productivity. We have carried out a number of
simulations of the macroeconomic effects of existing
legislation as well as possible new measures. If we
add up the estimated effects of both potential new
and existing measures, the total GDP loss for Sweden

amounts to 2.5 per cent. Our estimates are in line with
earlier estimates from the Riksbank and BIS.
We also call for a better focus in policies to deal
with new risks to financial stability, such as a possible house price bubble in the large, urban areas in
Sweden. In particularly the role of macro-prudential
tools may be getting too much attention relative to
more ‘classical’ instruments. Indeed we suggest that
the most straightforward way to take the heat off the
housing market would be a combination of 1) quickly
reversing the very aggressive monetary policies
pursued by Riksbanken since 2012, 2) lowering the tax
value of deduction of interest payments linked to household debt and the tax treatment of owner-occupied
accommodation and 3) reducing barriers to expanding
the supply of housing, particularly in urban areas,
thus easing the upward pressure on housing prices.
On a final note, we suggest that this last point is relevant to a number of countries other than Sweden with
strong increases in house prices in urban areas driven
by the same factors namely aggressive monetary policies in the context of migration towards urban areas
and misaligned structural housing policies.”

Would you like to know more?
You can download the full report on
the Copenhagen Economics site:
www.copenhageneconomics.com
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How BAT turned virtual
receivables into reality
Following a rigorous treasury transformation and global SAP implementation,
British American Tobacco embarked on a project to further streamline its cash
management structure and processes. This included introducing a ‘receivables
on behalf of’ structure optimized with virtual accounts.

British American Tobacco (BAT), headquartered in
the UK and listed on the London Stock Exchange,
is well known as the manufacturer of traditional
cigarette brands as well as next generation products
such as e-cigarettes. The company, which had a
gross turnover of £42 billion in 2015 and employs
50,000 people across its manufacturing operations
in 41 countries, is known for its commitment to
operating responsibly and with transparency.
BAT recently completed the deployment of project
‘TaO’ which introduced a new target operating model
enabled by one instance of SAP across all markets
within the group. TaO is the enabler to migrate more
processes to financial shared service centers and

for the operation of a more centralized treasury
function, resulting in greater visibility and control
over the group’s cash resources.
Throughout the TaO project, Zanders advised BAT
on how to restructure its treasury processes, which
were overhauled and pushed towards a centralized
model. And, as the company invested in its treasury
and cash management infrastructure, the logical
next step was to build on the foundation TaO
provided to move from elements of best practice
to world class cash management.
The TaO project highlighted the potential to increase
efficiencies in payables and receivables

by channeling payments through ‘on behalf of’ (OBO)
structures. Phil Stewart, global head of cash and
banking at BAT, says: “The ‘payments/receivables
on behalf of’ (POBO/ROBO) structure was a key
component of the cash management optimization
initiative. These structures leveraged the in-house
bank implemented during TaO, allowing for greater
transparency, control and risk management while
using established SAP channels for the most efficient
and cost effective transaction routing.”

The ROBO challenge
BAT is an early adopter for best practices in the cash
management and payments space and, in the case
of OBO, BAT needed a bank that supported them in
this relatively new area. Zanders director Arn Knol
says: “POBO isn’t a new concept but this project
focused on using virtual accounts to enable ROBO,
replacing actual bank accounts with virtual accounts.
This meant that each customer had to be assigned a
unique virtual account – enabling BAT to see exactly
when customers have paid and to replace physical
bank accounts with virtual ones.”

“Very few banks were able to support
the model we wanted to deploy”
One benefit of a ROBO structure is a clear reference
for each receivable in central treasury, with data
about the payment, which smooths the reconciliation
process for receivables. The company also drastically
reduces the number of bank accounts for further

BAT’s
Philip Stewart
and
Jeremy Cronin.

cost savings and more efficient use of staff time. The
efficient processing and reconciliation of receivables
also improves the day’s sales outstanding (DSO)
process.
There was, however, a challenging aspect to the
project: not all banks BAT spoke to were ready to
meet the company’s requirements. Stewart says:
“One of the challenges we faced was that the banks’
virtual account offerings were at different stages of
maturity with very few able to support the model we
wanted to deploy. We were able to overcome this to
achieve a bespoke solution that worked for us on a
consistent basis across all markets in scope.
The virtual account space continues to evolve at
pace, it is worth noting that a number of banks have
made significant strides and are now better placed
to meet our requirements.”

Concept and implementation
BAT started the OBO project in January 2016, initially
working on a conceptual design for a number of
pilot markets. The company’s Asia-Pacific business
took on the pilot phase and chose to implement
OBO in Hong Kong, Singapore, Australia and New
Zealand. These countries had already rolled out
the TaO project successfully and, from a regulatory
perspective, had few barriers to adopting
the structure.
BAT had already carried out due diligence in these
markets prior to the start of the TaO project,
including in-depth discussions with tax and legal
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F.l.t.r.: Arn Knol
(Zanders),
Jeremy Cronin (BAT),
Abhishek Gupta
(Zanders) and
Philip Stewart (BAT)

experts, as well as with central banks. During the
impact analysis for the OBO project, the company
built on this knowledge, adding further technical
analysis to identify what information SAP needed.
Stewart says: “The conversations we had with
Zanders at this stage were invaluable in shaping
how BAT wanted to use virtual accounts to simplify
account structure and enhance receivables process.
They provided a high level of expertise, which
enabled us to finalize the design at an early stage.
This was key to the project’s success and timely
implementation.”

“They provided a high level of
expertise, which enabled us to
finalize the design at an early stage”
BAT chose Deutsche Bank as the main banking
partner for the Asia-Pacific pilot project.
Communication between the company and the
bank was crucial at this stage and facilitated the
discussions. Knol explains: “The onsite meetings
during the pilot phase helped to make sure that
Deutsche Bank really understood what BAT
wanted from a technical perspective. We played
an important role in bridging any gaps between

the bank and BAT.”
Once the team was satisfied that the pilot phase
was a success, they implemented the OBO structure
with Deutsche Bank in Western Europe in the second
half of 2016. Stewart says: “SEPA was the catalyst to
effectively deploy OBO across Western Europe and,
while the payments environment is more standardized
than Asia-Pacific, the number of countries involved
in the roll-out brought additional complexity to the
project. We had to be clear in communicating the
change in conjunction with getting the necessary
legal and tax sign off from all markets. Although it’s
to be expected that there will be some challenges,
particularly from an IT point of view, all areas of the
company were actually very supportive and fully
bought into the new way of working.”

Business case for OBO
The business drivers for the project were
centralization, simplification through
standardization, rationalization, transparency,
consistency and cost/risk reduction. The OBO
structure supports treasury by increasing shared
service efficiency and enhancing reconciliation
processes, improving bank relationship
management, consolidating banks and bank
accounts, reducing fees, increasing yields and
simplifying liquidity structures.

“The end result surpassed our expectations,” says
Stewart. “One key factor was that our stakeholders
were very aware of what impact the project would
have from the outset. We ensured that our treasury,
procure-to-pay and order-to-cash objectives were
fully aligned. All corners of the business understood
the benefits of the implementation and rather than
wondering why we were doing it, they actually
wondered why we hadn’t done it sooner.”

“In many ways, the more complex
the project, the greater the benefits”
Working with the business units enabled the various
stakeholders within BAT to understand the value
of the project. According to Knol, BAT explored
additional opportunities because it was clear that
treasury was a valued partner for parts of the
organization, such as procurement and the financial
shared service center.
This acceptance allowed BAT to continue with
the OBO project and roll it out in other markets.
Stewart adds: “We certainly saw this as a wider
cross-functional project supporting a number of
other group wide centralization and working
capital initiatives, rather than looking at it solely
through a treasury lens.”

Handling complexity
BAT is a large organization; to affect change within
the complexity of the OBO structure meant that the
team had to cooperate closely with internal BAT
business units and external players. Stewart says:
“There was a huge collaborative effort from Zanders,
Deutsche Bank and BAT. From the bank’s point of
view, it was a particularly challenging project but
they did a fantastic job in making it happen. We
made it clear at the outset that we needed a bank
that could effectively partner and deliver to our
aggressive timelines. They were able to fulfil this and
benefited as the project demonstrated what could
be achieved; BAT became a showcase for them.
What you need is a bank that’s able to think globally,
building relationships with the shared service center
in Bucharest, as well as with the team in London and
to coordinate across borders.”

Is there any advice BAT would give to companies
considering a similar POBO transformation? Stewart
says: “Companies have to decide if the structure
is right for them, what are they hoping to achieve
and does it fit into company-wide objectives, is the
technical infrastructure robust and secure enough to
support? Is the relevant technical expertise available
in-house or are consultants required? In addition, it
is important to have buy-in from key stakeholders
from the outset particularly from a tax and legal
perspective. They need to ensure they have banking
partners able to effectively support a project of this
scale. It’s a huge step from conducting a request for
proposal (RFP) to actually implementing the OBO
structure, so choose a bank with some experience in
this field. A project of this scope can seem daunting
but don’t be put off by complexity: in many ways, the
more complex the project, the greater the benefits.”

Future plans
BAT completed the POBO/ROBO implementation
at the end of 2016 and is now looking to extend
the structure to other markets where there is a
solid business case to do so. They intend to roll
out the project in Malaysia and they are currently
in discussions with the Malaysian authorities and
central bank to finalize approval. In Africa and the
Americas, BAT is also looking to achieve a more
streamlined bank account structure using virtual
accounts on a non-OBO basis. Stewart concludes:
“Overall, virtual accounts have brought us huge
benefits and they would also work well in the
payments space particularly for payroll and tax.
Considering the progress we’ve made with OBO and
the TaO project, BAT is now in a very strong position
from a cash management perspective to enter a
cycle of continuous improvement with simplified and
efficient structures providing sufficient flexibility to
adapt as technology develops and the business and
regulatory requirements dictate.”

Would you like to know more
about treasury transformation
or virtual accounts?
Contact Arn Knol
on a.knol@zanders.eu
or +31 35 692 89 89.
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Preparing corporates for
credit risk challenges
ahead
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Increased volatility in ﬁnancial markets is one of the factors that have
driven corporate treasurers to become more aware of the importance of
risk management. Although most of the treasury effort in mitigating risk
is geared towards FX management, credit risk is not to be forgotten. Regulatory
changes, such as the Base erosion and proﬁt-shifting (BEPS) initiative and the
anti-tax avoidance (ATA) directive, as well as accounting reforms such as IFRS 9,
are currently priorities for CFOs. Since some of these changes directly relate to
credit risk, it should be one of treasury’s key priorities.
Proactive credit risk management
According to several studies, around 25 per cent
of companies go bankrupt due to bad debt losses alone. It is with good reason that many annual
reports state that credit risks are often the biggest
threat to business continuity. A company’s financial
continuity is contingent on its profitability, solvency
and liquidity. Consistent and transparent credit
risk management that proactively supports sales is
therefore critically important. Often, however, risk
management is still reactive and aimed primarily at
collecting outstanding accounts receivable. While

this is, of course, extremely important, it is an approach that is not sufficiently proactive in terms of
seeking to acquire solid, healthy customers.
Implementing and correctly using credit ratings to
assess a counterparty’s creditworthiness is the first
step towards effective credit risk management. The
next step is linking credit limits to the credit ratings
of these companies. At portfolio level, concentration
limits for each class of rating, industry and country
can be used for steering purposes. Often, a lot of different departments within a company are responsible for the execution: treasury, local business units,

working capital, finance, credit risk, etc. In general,
there is a trend towards more central coordination by
treasury at most corporates.
Sound credit management requires sound tools.
A growing number of large corporates use rating
models to manage credit risks. The resulting rating
is, preferably, directly linked to a probability of
default (PD): the likelihood that a borrower will
default within a period of one year. Combined with
an estimate of the exposure at default (EAD) and the
loss percentage given default (LGD), this is known as
a ‘best-in-class’ approach. The expected loss (EL) on
an outstanding debtor is then the product of these
three parameters.

Figure 1:
Credit cycle

The key requirement of credit risk management is
effective interplay between sales and risk. This can
be illustrated by means of the credit cycle (see figure
2). In this cycle, credit ratings can be applied various
ways to promote sustainable sales, a healthy debtor
portfolio and improved working capital.
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Implementing a proper use of rating models and
a credit portfolio management framework helps
reduce debtor losses, create greater consistency
and transparency between sales and risk. Besides,
it improves efficiency and accuracy in business
processes. Furthermore, it translates into healthier
turnover, lower operational costs, improved working
capital and – ultimately – better business continuity.

Inter-company loans
Multinational companies, partly due to the financial
crisis, are increasingly faced with regulatory requirements from tax authorities worldwide regarding the
pricing of their inter-company loans. Tax authorities
require that pricing of these internal loans is set at

arm’s length as if they were provided to an independent market party.
To support the Arm’s Length Principle (ALP), the
company must show that inter-company loans
with terms and conditions comparable to external
loans, carry comparable interest rates. Therefore,
an adequate assessment of the credit rating of the
subsidiary and related parties, as well as consistent
pricing of the loan, are often required by tax authorities. Hence, corporates increasingly use internal PD,
EAD and LGD models to determine the arm’s length
interest rate for each individual inter-company loan.
In 2015, the OECD launched an action plan which
should eliminate any possibilities to exploit local tax
laws. Corporates are about to see a whole new set
of compliance obligations following the BEPS action
plan. One of the major topics addressed by the OECD
initiative is inter-company financing transactions.
The action plan will restrict interest deductions in
certain situations, for example ‘hybrid mismatch arrangements’ for dual-residence entities.
Corporates will also be confronted with additional
reporting requirements. The BEPS guidelines provide
a template for new minimum standards on ‘countryby-country’ (CbC) reporting. This should give tax
administrations a global picture of the operations of
multinationals. CbC disclosure requirements apply
for financial years commencing on or after 1 January
2016. The CbC reporting is due within one year, so ultimately from 31 December 2017. BEPS will not have
the same effect for every corporate. One thing is sure
though: BEPS will affect the treasury department,
which should prepare as soon as possible.
The OECD is not the only regulatory challenge.
Inter-company loans will also be affected by IFRS 9
Impairment. This implies that provisions on these
loans must be based on Expected Credit Loss (ECL)
calculations (see below).

Forward-looking provisions of IFRS 9
Starting in January 2018, new accounting rules
will come into effect for companies reporting under
IFRS with respect to the measurement of impairments. This means that provisions for trade receivables and other financial instruments must be based
on the aforementioned ECL model rather than the
current incurred-loss model. In the latter model,
loan losses often come to light too infrequently and
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too late, a lesson taught by the credit crisis. Implementing the new model can have a major impact on
the profit and loss account, including balance sheet
ratios. IFRS 9 will affect business models, risk
awareness, processes, analytics, data and systems.
So far, only a few corporates are early adopters;
most choose to be late followers, and ‘watch the
hare running’, or wait for new legislation to be put in
place. The new rules are principle-based and simple.
The design and implementation, however, can be
very challenging, especially the implementation of
the required forward-looking aspects.
Most corporates are struggling to work out how to
implement the new impairment rules. Insecurity over
how to use ECL, taking into account future macroeconomic scenarios as required by IFRS 9, means credit
risk modeling experts, quants and finance experts
are in uncharted waters.
The new accounting rules regarding provisions will
make reserves more timely and sufficient. However,
with the new standard, companies are squeezed between P&L volatility, model risk, macroeconomic forecasting and compliance with accounting standards.
IFRS 9 requires companies to adjust the current
backward-looking, incurred-loss based credit provision into a forward-looking ECL. There are some
difficulties to overcome to determine the loss.
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A solid forward-looking ECL calculation should be
based on an accurate estimation of current and
future PD, EAD, LGD, and discount factors. Discount
factors according to IFRS 9 are based on the effective interest rate.

by the PD) since initial origination, calculation of
provisions will be based on a Lifetime ECL instead of
a 12-month ECL.
Incorporating forward-looking information means
modeling business cycle dependency in the PD and
LGD. For significant drivers, future macroeconomic
scenarios are required to calculate ECL. Macroeconomic forecasting concentrates mainly on countryspecific variables. Growth of domestic product,
unemployment rates, inflation indices and interest
rates are typical projected variables.
Aside from macro scenarios, industry specific scenarios can be important. Industry risk models enable
a company to make forecasts for a certain industry
segment, e.g. chemicals, automotive or oil & gas.
Industry models are often based on variables such
as market conditions and barriers to entry.
Because of the forward-looking character of IFRS 9,
and the increasing role of risk models, a transparent and robust governance framework will become
more important. This also depends on the number of
stakeholders: coordination and communication are
required across risk, finance, business units, audit
and IT.
It is strongly recommended to prepare in good time
for IFRS 9 and have a deep and thorough understanding of the impact, as well as robust tooling and
processes in place. Companies are advised not to
wait and ‘watch the hare running’, but to start
ahead of time and at least run a ‘shadow period
during daylight’.

Robust rating models
IFRS 9 distinguishes three stages. The picture below
shows the so-called stage transition. If there is a
significantly decreased credit quality (as reflected

Figure2:
Stages
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whether the rating models are fulfilling expectations.
The robustness of models, i.e. the performance over
time, can be determined and improved by model
validations. Particularly when large numbers of customers are involved, it is necessary – and financially
worthwhile – to validate models in light of their
actual performance. An analysis based on back-testing ratings against actual defaults yields essential
information that can be used to improve the model’s
performance. Statistical analysis can be carried out
into aspects such as discriminating power (“is there
sufficient granularity, are customers with low credit
ratings singled out?”) and calibration (“are the realized defaults, or RDs, close to the expected PDs?”). A
reliable model benefits the interplay between sales
and risk.
It should be noted that the importance of rating
model validation is often highly underrated by many
corporates. It is recommended that rating models are
validated at least annually. This not only improves
the performance of the rating model, but also mitigates potential model risk.

Supplier risk management
Procurement at large companies regularly uses
credit rating models to mitigate their supplier risk.
Scorings of (potential) suppliers are often used as
one of the main selection criteria and to monitor the
ongoing performance of the risk of suppliers, such
as the risk of non-delivery. The aim is to improve
the overall financial performance and mitigate the
overall risks of the supply chain.
Treasury and procurement currently take a more active role in supply chain finance (SCF) management.
SCF management refers to financial arrangements in
the form of debt, equity or financial contracts used
in collaborations by at least two chain partners and
facilitated by the ‘focal company’.
Currently, most SCF solutions are based on collaboration between the focal company and direct
supplier relations. Most potential for supply chain
finance solutions are when the difference in credit
standing between the focal company and the supplier is large. Therefore, for example, reverse factoring solutions are focused on suppliers in emerging
countries in South America and South East Asia as
arbitrage potential due to difference in interest rates
in connection with relatively weak credit ratings.

The benefits of SCF include reduced financing costs
for the supplier, and increased resilience of the
supply chain. Credit rating models can help to detect
arbitrage opportunities in the supply chain and monitor changes in credit quality.
Corporate treasury and procurement are well-positioned to take a leading role within the organization
and help work towards a more efficient allocation of
cash within the supply chain, while at the same time
increase supply chain resilience by proper use of
credit rating models.

Concluding remarks
Implementing and using robust credit rating models
helps to reduce debtor losses and supplier risk. Besides, it improves efficiency and accuracy in business
processes. This translates into healthier turnover,
lower operational costs, and – ultimately – better
business continuity.
Because of the increasing role of risk models at large
multinationals, and also because of IFRS 9 Impairment, a transparent and robust risk governance
framework will become more important. The regulatory and accounting changes affect multiple departments in different ways. Therefore, coordination and
communication across risk, finance, business units,
audit and IT are required. The corporate treasurer
should play a coordinating role. Zanders is able to
facilitate every aspect of this process, drawing on
extensive credit risk experience as well as a BEPS
and IFRS 9 implementation track record. Corporates
would be wise to take action now and prepare
in advance.

An extended version of this
article, with additional
attention to supplier risk
management and supply chain
finance, is available on our
website. For more about credit
rating models, please contact
Evert de Vries
(e.de.vries@zanders.eu)
or
Tim Neijs
(t.neijs@zanders.eu)
on +31 35 692 89 89.
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The additional insights
of stress scenarios
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In order to assess their risk management practices, the Dutch Central Bank (DNB)
requires all banks to complete an annual Supervisory Review and Evaluation
Process (SREP), including capital and liquidity management self-assessments.
To calculate the effect of specific stress test scenarios on the balance sheet and
profitability, Delta Lloyd Bank asked Zanders to build a stress test model.

Delta Lloyd Bank is the only bank within the Delta
Lloyd Group with a business model which offers
mortgages and attracts savings. With a balance
sheet of approximately € 5 billion, the bank is a
relatively small player in the Dutch banking arena.
Delta Lloyd Bank operates in the ever-changing legal
and regulatory environment and there is a clear
interest to consistently demonstrate how a bank can
maintain compliance over the next few years.

Balance sheet projection tool
Delta Lloyd Bank has an asset liability management
(ALM) tool which maps out expected mortgage and
savings flows. The bank sees how much interest income mortgages generate over a certain time period
and when they will be paid back. “We can forecast

this for years ahead”, says Andries Broekhuijsen,
Teamleader Financial Risk with Delta Lloyd Bank.
“Mortgages are calculated at contract level and by
using our ALM tool we can also decide if we will
grant new mortgages. You get a projection of how
the balance sheet will develop. In conjunction with
the Business Control department you can calculate a
P&L (profit and loss account) for the next five years.”
Broekhuijsen adds that the bank then goes a step
further. “We have capital ratios, liquidity ratios and
several other requirements stemming from
the regulatory body. On the basis of the P&L and
balance developments we can plot these over time.
We have developed an environment where you can
see which assumption or development satisfies

which regulatory requirement. Also where you don’t
comply, and how you can do something about it.
For us, within the company, this has become a
well-structured process which we use every quarter
to forecast one or more years – standard balance
sheet forecasting. In the balance sheet projection
tool it was not possible to work out different
macro-economic scenarios.”

Macro-economic developments
Delta Lloyd Bank wanted to add stress tests to the
tool and asked Zanders to help. “The balance sheet
projection tool formed the basis for the stress test
model which Zanders developed,” Koen Vogels,
Actuarial Analyst with Delta Lloyd Bank explains.
“There is a sort of extra layer added to the existing
tool so when we input certain developments the
impact of different scenarios are then presented
up clearly and comprehensibly.” Macro-economic
developments, like interest rate increases, a drop
in house prices or a rise in unemployment, after all,
affect the value of the bank’s investments. Vogels:
“We needed the insight afforded by the stress tests;
what happens with this projection and what are the
sensitive issues? Which ratios, for example, change
within a certain scenario?”

“We have developed an environment
where you can see which assumption
or development satisfies which
regulatory requirement”

Andries
Broekhuijsen

The balance sheet forecast made by the bank assumes a stable economic situation. “We don’t have
an economic office which takes a structural view of
economic developments”, Broekhuijsen says. “For
our ALM we assume that most economic variables
remain constant. In some cases that is not realistic.
Using the report Zanders produced, we have been
able to develop a number of scenarios based on
various economic developments. Unemployment and
house prices are very important for us as a mortgage
lender. House prices determine how much security
we have, while high unemployment can increase the
chance of people not being able to pay back their
mortgage. Picturing such developments gives us greater insight in our risk profile. We have a relatively

high number of NHG mortgages (mortgages which
fall under the National Mortgage Guarantee, ed.) and
it appears that even if house prices drop substantially we run relatively low risk.”

A more dynamic risk situation
Even though Delta Lloyd Bank has several years of
experience carrying out stress tests, they saw room
to improve accuracy and efficiency. “How certain macro-economic variables impact relevant risk factors
and then the balance sheet is set out in the stress
test model. In that way an estimate can be made
as to the outcome of the capital and liquidity ratios
in specific market circumstances,” says consultant
Steyn Verhoeven, who, on behalf of Zanders, helped
develop the model. “The model translates certain
developments in unemployment figures for example,
as an effect on the possibility of payment default by
clients. The balance sheet projection tool previously
only highlighted one basic scenario, while the stress
test model can cover various macro-economic scenarios. This provides the bank with a much wider and
more dynamic risk picture.
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Stress tests not only quantify a minimal capital supply, they instigate discussion on how to deal with
negative developments, Verhoeven thinks: “Results
from a stress test give management valuable insight
into the risk profile of the bank. Which conditions
should they be paying the most attention to and
what means do they have to turn the tide?”

“We needed the insight given by the
stress tests; which ratios, for example,
change within a certain scenario?”
Scenarios and new assumptions
F.l.t.r.:
Steyn Verhoeven
(Zanders),
Koen Vogels
and Andries
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Broekhuijsen
(both Delta
Lloyd Bank).

How do you determine exactly the scenarios you
want to understand? Broekhuijsen: “Our basis was
the stress test from the EBA (European Banking
Authority, ed) and from that we refined the number
of scenarios. There is, for example, a ‘baseline
scenario’, which is a positive scenario that assumes
an increase in house prices. We don’t just look at
how bad it can get, but also at improvement.”

The problem with developing scenarios is that they
have to have enough stress but also tell a useful
story, Verhoeven says. “You can make a scenario
as extreme as you like, but it does not necessarily
furnish the most valuable insights. When developing
the stress test model we deliberately opted to work
out several scenarios with different stress levels.”
A second challenge is the so-called second level
effect of a scenario, Broekhuijsen adds. “Take rising
interest rates. This results in repricing mortgages;
after a certain time the fixed interest period comes
to an end and the mortgage rate goes up. But this
could also mean that people will want to pay back
their mortgage more quickly, because otherwise
their costs will increase too much. We have not taken
that sort of interactive effect into account, and this is
a point needs improvement.”

Reverse stress tests
Over the past few years, regulators have put more
focus on stress tests. “Stress tests identify the
circumstances when business as usual is no longer
enough to keep your organization from dangerous

territory”, Broekhuijsen explains. “But if all goes
well, this only happens in very extreme circumstances.” As well as a sensitivity analysis and the
scenario analysis, many banks carry out reverse
stress testing. “You use this to make a recovery plan
for a near default, in which you evaluate whether you
have taken enough measures to be able to recover.
You reason backwards; you determine the ratio of
capital unlikely to recover and then investigate
which development could cause this to happen.
It could be that the credit risk when house prices
drop is much lower than the interest rate risk
resulting from a drop in interest. Each risk has a
different impact”, according to Broekhuijsen.

Complex material
With the aid of the stress test model, Delta Lloyd
Bank produces a comprehensive stress test report in
a short period of time. Broekhuijsen: “It comprises
15 pages with 5 scenarios and sometimes 20 sensitivity analyses. That is a complete package which we
run as soon as we have the quarterly update of
our strategic plan. We can show all the issues.
The Asset and Liability Commission (ALCO) uses
the information to determine if the planned ratio
is not too low or too high. That again has an
impact on our strategy.”

“The stress test model provides the
bank with a much wider and more
dynamic risk picture”
The stress test model also enables the bank to
anticipate new regulations. “It is a complex subject,”
says Broekhuijsen. “Because there are so many
demands made on banks by legal and regulatory
bodies, it is difficult to develop a long-term strategy
which fulfills these demands. It is therefore very
important that we have this tool. We can add all new
regulations to the tool and as a result change our
strategy; therefore scenarios are restricted to everything which is actually possible and on that basis we
can decide on our selection. For example, from IFRS
9, prognoses are more relevant. Elements from the
stress test environment are also requested by the
regulatory bodies.”
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Further integration
Broekhuijsen is happy with the result and the
teamwork. “Even the user interface which Zanders
built was an eye opener; it is extremely user friendly.
We had very little insight and now we have a great
starting point. You can do a sensitivity analysis very
quickly by using one single variable from the various
scenarios in the stress test. We also have other
points we can develop, but our emphasis is now on
further integration of the stress tests. At the same
time we are trying to make the risk picture more
dynamic and more interactive.”

Want to know more about
what Zanders can do for you in
the area of stress testing?
Contact
Steyn Verhoeven
via s.verhoeven@zanders.eu
or +31 35 692 89 89

Vision

The story
of SWIFT’s growing
global coverage
Bank connectivity can be problematic for organizations, particularly when they
have to deal with complex, bank-speciﬁc solutions that are labor-intensive, prone
to operational issues and don’t always meet control and audit requirements.
In the past, SWIFT was always seen as an option for big corporates with bank
relations in Europe and the US, but this is changing: we look at how SWIFT is
becoming increasingly accessible to a broad range of smaller corporates.
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The Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunication (SWIFT) was established in the
1970s to create a common platform for exchanging
financial messages and to define the message
standards. Since then, SWIFT has become the

backbone of the international banking system.
Originally the services were offered to financial
institutions only but, since 1998, corporates have
been able to exchange treasury confirmation
messages via the SWIFT network. The true adoption
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of the network took off following the introduction
of the standard corporate environment, known
as SCORE, where corporates use a standardized
framework to interact with financial institutions.

Achieving treasury maturity
Many corporate treasuries are on a journey to
centralize some or all of their functions. Zanders
developed the Zanders Treasury & Risk Maturity
Model to determine a corporate’s maturity level and
to create a roadmap to grow to the level that the
corporate wishes to achieve.
The maturity model covers organizational aspects,
as well as processes and technology. We consider
standardized bank connectivity as a requirement
to achieve an enhanced (level 4) or optimized
(level 5) state.

How does SWIFT fit in this strategy?
There is a strong correlation between the size
and geographical footprint of a corporate and the
number of banking partners that it uses. This can
be due to wallet sizing, where the corporate wants
to split the cash management business between
a number of its core banks. It can also be due to
geographical complexity which requires banks in
certain regions and countries. Even corporates that
fully standardized and centralized their accounts
payable (A/P), accounts receivable (A/R), treasury
and cash management functions still need to work
with multiple banks.
The maintenance and administrative costs, the lack
of control and lack of visibility of connecting to and
working with multiple banking partners are key drivers

for corporates to look for a single gateway to connect
to their banks. Dealing with numerous banking
relationships and local payment systems mean that
corporate must use a wide range of file formats for
payment instructions and, to a lesser extent, bank
statements. To counter some of this complexity,
SWIFT started the Common Global Initiative (CGI) in
which banks, corporates and system vendors discuss
and agree on country-specific standards for payment
files, status messages and bank statements using
the ISO20022 XML standard. Today the vast majority
of global and regional cash management banks
accept this format, which reduced the complexity
of payment formats. However, differences between
banks, countries and payment methods still exist,
which means that some corporates must still consider
unique payment formats.
To achieve treasury maturity, corporates first
review their organization and processes to identify
opportunities for centralization. This is followed by
reviewing the systems that support the treasury
activities to evaluate how to integrate and optimize
these systems.
Recent SWIFT figures show that 71 per cent of
corporates on the SWIFT network exchange
messages with five banking partners or more
(see figure 1). Prior to using SWIFT, these banks
connected through proprietary connections (host-tohost) or via an online platform. The implementation
of SWIFT reduced the need to support these bankspecific connections.
The added value of the SWIFT network does not
stop with the exchange of cash management-related
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messages. A very common scenario is the exchange
of confirmation messages for FX and money market
transactions via the MT300 and MT320 format.
More recently, the SWIFT network is also used as
the integration platform for other applications.
Messages related to electronic Bank Account
Management (eBAM) and EMIR reporting can be
exchanged via SWIFT.

It has to be noted that the maturity of your banking
partner in terms of SWIFT connectivity has a great
impact on the lead time of implementing connectivity
to this bank. We observe materially longer lead
times with banks that are relatively new to the SWIFT
arena. In some projects, it was even necessary for
the corporate to guide and advise the bank on the
implementation.

It’s a clear trend that corporates today are looking
for centralization and standardization. And this is
exactly what SWIFT offers: a reliable, central gateway
that is unmatched in terms of how many banks
a corporate can connect with. In addition, SWIFT
reduces the complexity of file formatting.

SWIFT connectivity options
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Global adoption
Historically, corporate SWIFT connectivity was
established by large corporates with an international
footprint. Today, more than 45 per cent of the
Fortune 500 companies connect to SWIFT. But in
recent years, smaller corporates adopted SWIFT
through a number of new solutions.
Figure 2 (on page 29) shows that more corporates
based in Asia-Pacific are now joining SWIFT because
of the regional bank capabilities and the adoption of
SWIFT for corporates by banks. Initially, the global
cash management banks were the frontrunners
to offer this service. Pushed by the Single Euro
Payments Area (SEPA) initiative, local banks in
Europe have followed. Recently, banks in the AsiaPacific region also started to offer connectivity
via SWIFT, which explains the larger uptake of
corporates joining SWIFT in this region.

When SWIFT opened up its network for corporates
in the late 1990s, the only way for corporates to
connect to SWIFT was by building and maintaining
the SWIFT connection in-house. Given the technical
complexity, strict security standards and audit
requirements from SWIFT, this option was very
expensive and only implemented by corporates with
very high payment volumes and banking complexity.
Since the mid-2000s, SWIFT also allowed corporates
to connect to SWIFT using dedicated SWIFT Service
Bureaus. These bureaus host the actual connection
to the SWIFT network, providing a cost-efficient
connectivity solution. In recent years, these bureaus
also offered additional services to corporates, such
as payment file formatting, payment approval and
monitoring, and sanction screening.
While it is true that the SWIFT service bureaus had
a massive impact on the corporate uptake of SWIFT,
this uptake was still heavily skewed towards the
larger multinationals. This left a large group of
corporates with significant banking complexity but
no bank connectivity solution. To fill this gap SWIFT
introduced Alliance Lite in 2008, quickly followed by
Alliance Lite2 in 2012.
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These are the different connectivity options, ranked
by their complexity and total cost of ownership for
an organization:
In-House - SAG
Swift Alliance Gateway is the standard connection
that SWIFT has offered to corporates. It has been
implemented by a limited number of corporates
which are very large in terms of geographical
scope and turnover. The set-up and maintenance
of this option includes hosting hardware internally
and requires the corporate to have very specific
knowledge of SWIFT protocols. Today, SWIFT
actively discourages corporates from using
this infrastructure.
Outsourced - SSB
SWIFT Service Bureaus (SSB) remove the
complexities of establishing the connection to the
SWIFT network. SSBs certified by SWIFT manage the
hardware and access configuration. The corporate
establishes a connection to the SSB via a standard
protocol that fits within the company’s capabilities.
The larger SSBs offer additional services ranging
from compliance filtering to a complete payment
factory setup. Nowadays approximately 50% of all
corporates access SWIFT through a SSB.
In-House – Alliance Lite2
Even though the SSBs greatly reduce the complexity
of connecting to SWIFT, the total cost of ownership
is still quite high. SWIFT introduced Alliance Lite2 to
enable smaller corporates to connect to the network.
SWIFT proprietary software, installed locally, in
combination with a hard token, transfers messages
to the SWIFT network. Since each transmission

Outsourced – Alliance Lite2 for Business
Applications (L2BA)
Since 2012, SWIFT has offered Alliance Lite2
including business applications for treasury
management systems, bank connectivity providers
and in-house banking/payment factory providers.
Even though this option is relatively new, it gained
popularity very quickly. It reduces complexity for
the corporate, and integrates the bank connectivity
with the application that requires this connectivity.
However, it is difficult to integrate different message
flows and types through a single application because
the bank connectivity is integrated in one specific
business application. Similar to Alliance Lite2, L2BA
doesn’t suit corporates with higher volumes that
require high STP rates.
Figure 5 shows how the different connectivity
options have been used across the SWIFT joiners
since 2015. The relatively large share of Lite2 and
L2BA fits with the trend of smaller corporates
adopting SWIFT.

Conclusion
SWIFT is no longer the exclusive domain of banks
and Fortune 500 companies. With global coverage
of institutions supporting SWIFT and the availability
of a standard describing local requirements, the
SWIFT service will support further centralization and
standardization of the treasury function.

Want to know more about
SWIFT connectivity and
implementing ISO20022
standards?
Do you want to know if your
bank supports SWIFT?
Please contact
Arn Knol
(a.knol@zanders.eu)
or
Rudy Claassen
(r.claassen@zanders.eu)
on +31 35 692 89 89.
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Expertise

Common system
selection mistakes
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Any system selection requires signiﬁcant time to make the
best investment decision, and the preparation work done prior
to the decision leads to a smoother selection and, eventually,
a better implementation.

Following these guidelines will allow you to avoid
the common pitfalls of poor system selections. Working through each stage will enable you to maximize
the value of the system and prevent mistakes early
on in the process, which could have serious implications further down the line.

1. Identify your business requirements
Knowing your specific business requirements is key
to selecting the best system for your organization.
Your business requirements should reflect both how
your organization conducts itself, but also encapsulate how workflows may change once you have the
new technology. Most organizations identify basic
business requirements, and fewer consider a future
state that includes a new system. Failure to do this
will increase the probability of choosing a system
that does not meet your functional requirements and
decreases the likelihood of your processes being
adapted to reap the benefits of the new system.

2. Evaluate what’s essential
After detailing your business requirements, separate
the essential functionality from the important functionality. This careful distinction requires input from
relevant parties outside your department. It is difficult to judiciously weigh functional requirements,
especially when you don’t know what to expect
from each system, and many companies mistakenly
value every requirement as essential. Identifying
the critical functionality clarifies the strengths and
weaknesses of each system, which weeds out the
weaker options.

3. Ask vendors to provide structured
demonstrations
You must logically structure the vendor demonstrations for two reasons: to validate that the systems
meet your business requirements and to compare
the offerings to one another. To validate the system’s functionality, it helps to know how these
systems work ahead of time, but also provide the
vendors with concrete examples you expect them to
replicate. You see how well each system meets your
needs rather than letting the vendors showcase their

own capabilities. Additionally, you now have identical cases to compare for each option.

4. Use all available data to make a sound
decision
If you follow the steps above, the data will almost
make the decision for you. Your detailed business
requirements flush out which systems have the functionality most important to you, and you can easily
compare how each system accomplishes a similar
task. Combine quantitative data with qualitative
feedback to make the case for the best system for
your needs. Many organizations mistake the vendor
demonstrations as the sole decision point, rather
than include all the information available to them.

Zanders’s experience
At Zanders, we know how to structure and
customize your system selection so you are
confident and informed at each stage of the
process. You will have access to our system
selection knowledge and resources cultivated
over 20 years for a broad variety of organizations and industries. Our proprietary system
selection toolkit and extensive library with bestin-class work processes will be of great value,
helping you to decrease the uncertainty around
an investment that significantly impacts your
business.

For more information about
treasury system selections,
please contact
Bart Timmerman
(b.timmerman@zanders.eu)
or
Thomas Davison
(t.davison@zanders.eu)
on +31 35 692 89 89.
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Short

Zanders Treasury and Risk
Seminar 2016, Zurich
In December, our Swiss ofﬁce organized the annual Treasury & Risk Seminar. Held at
the FIFA World Football Museum in Zurich, our event was primarily directed towards
corporate treasury professionals in the German speaking part of Switzerland.
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Zanders Switzerland is our ‘youngest’ foreign office so we
were delighted by the remarkable interest in this half-day
seminar. Over forty treasury professionals from multinational corporates packed our seminar premises and
joined the lively discussions both with the speakers as
well as amongst themselves.

tion, based on various criteria of the maturity model and
the five levels of development (Foundation, Developing,
Established, Enhancing, Optimized). One-third of our
corporate guests perceived their treasuries as Enhancing
while Developing and Established combined for over half
of the votes (see Figure 1).

While the presentations touched upon a wide range of
corporate treasury subjects, translation risk management
drew a special interest. Corporates often neglect this less
common branch of FX risk management, but not Bucher
Industries, a Swiss manufacturer of industrial machinery
and vehicles. In response to its geographical expansion
into new markets, Bucher decided to strengthen the
firm’s risk management practices by implementing and including FX translation risk management into their overall
risk management framework. Frank Rust, Head of Group
Treasury, presented the solution Bucher adopted and
the positive impact it had on foreign investment decision
making.

Liam Ó Caoimh, director at Zanders and head of the Swiss
office, moderated the ‘Future of Treasury’ panel discussion to the Maturity Model further to include the latest
trends, market disruptors, as well as
future opportunities
and challenges. One of the major observations
was that

regulation and business integrationare key focus areas of

today. The consensus among our guests
confirmed that
 will be the vital
being a trusted advisor inside the firm
skill for the future treasurer going forward.
What is your primary focus area of today?
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Zanders director Job Wolters explained the Zanders Treasury & Risk Maturity Model, which sparked significant
conversation during the presentation and afterwards.
The audience had the opportunity to plot their organiza-
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We would like to express our gratitude to all the speakers
for joining and contributing to the success of this seminar: Frank Rust (Bucher Industries), Urs Arnold (ABB),
Willem Scheepers (Unilever), Oliver Gerstberger (Selecta),
Beat Baumgartner (Loyens & Loeff).
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Swiss stress testing session
On Thursday January 19th, Zanders hosted a stress
testing event in Zürich, Switzerland. After an introduction and two presentations, the attendants
discussed the latest developments in the field of
stress testing.
In his introduction, Jaap Karelse highlighted that
stress testing currently makes its way into headlines
and companies are responding by increasing their
stress testing resources. It remains a fundamental
challenge to correctly predict outcomes in specific
scenarios since outcomes heavily depend on many
assumptions. Also, when embedding stress testing in risk management practices, it is important
to involve experts within the organization engage
management.
UBS’ Managing Director Pieter Klaassen then continued with a presentation on the advantages and
challenges of stress testing. Since the financial crisis, forward looking analyses at the institution level
have complemented the statistical exercises on the
portfolio level to enhance insight in the loss drivers
of the entire bank. UBS dedicated efforts to develop
an integrated stress test framework. It is also key
to involve the business side to incorporate stress
testing results in daily decision making and increase
internal discussions about key risks, vulnerabilities
and drivers of estimated losses.

Gaspare La Sala, Group
Treasurer at Banque Pictet
& Cie SA, used the analogy
of pressurizing a light bulb
with a clamping screw. Scenario stress testing defines
the pressure to test if the
bulb breaks. Reverse stress testing assesses how
much pressure the bulb can handle before it breaks.
Although regulatory stress tests are one-size-fits-all,
it is important to include a bank’s particularities. The
assumptions made with respect to client segmentation heavily impact stress test outcomes. As a consequence, assessing the sensitivity of the assumptions
is key.
The lively discussion led to an important conclusion:
stress testing cannot predict the future, but it helps
defining the best actions to prepare for it.
If you want to read the full report on this session,
please contact Victor Poen (v.poen@zanders.eu).

Would you like to know more
about stress testing issues?
Please contact
Jaap Karelse
in The Netherlands
(j.karelse@zanders.eu,
+31 35 692 89 89)
or Martijn Wycisk
in Switzerland
(m.wycisk@zanders.eu,
+41 44 577 7010).
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Zanders
Established in 1994, Zanders is recognized as a leader in treasury
management, risk management and corporate finance. From
our offices in the Netherlands, Belgium, the United Kingdom and
Switzerland, a team of over 140 qualified professionals offers global
services to corporates, financial institutions, organizations in the
public sector and NGOs.
Our main strengths are specialization and independence. Being
independent means that we work solely on behalf of, and in the
best interests of, our clients. This avoids any conflict of interests.
Specialization forces us to stay at the forefront of all developments
in our areas of expertise and to remain innovative.

Our Services:
• Treasury management
• Risk management
• Treasury & risk technology
• Corporate finance & capital markets
• Zanders Academy
• Valuation services
• Interim services

Client areas:
• Corporates
• Financial institutes
• Public sector & Non profit

www.zanders.eu
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